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Terminology

Information spaces – where have they come from?

• Stochastic control theory
Disturbances in prediction and measurements cause imperfect state information.

• Differential/dynamic game theory
Unknown state information regarding other players.

• Robotics/AI
Uncertainty due to limited sensing.

Alternative names: belief states, knowledge states, hyperstates

NOTE!

This is NOT about surfing web pages...

This is NOT about information theory nor Shannon entropy...



Some Related Robotics Research

• Maze searching (Blum, Kozen, 1978)

• Preimage Planning (Lozano-Perez, Mason, Taylor, Erdmann 1984)

• Error Detection and Recovery (Donald, 1987)

• Sensorless Manipulation (Erdmann, Mason, 1986; Mason, Goldberg, 1990; Akella,
Huang, Lynch, Mason, 1997)

• Bug Algorithms (Lumelsky, Stepanov, 1987; Kamon, Rivlin, Rimon, 1999)

• Perceptual Kinematic Maps (Herve, Cucka, Sharma, 1990)

• Perceptual Equivalence Classes and Information Invariants (Donald, Jennings,
1991; Donald, 1995)

• Sensor-Based Planning (Choset, Burdick, 1995)

• Searching Unknown or Dynamic Environments, D∗ (Stentz, 1994)

• Pursuit-Evasion (Parsons, 1977; Suzuki, Yamashita, 1992; LaValle, Lin, Guibas,
Latombe, Motwani, 1997; Simov, Slutzki, LaValle, 2000)

• Probabilistic Robot Navigation (Simmons, Koenig, 1995)

• Bayesian Localization and SLAM (Dallaert, Fox, Burgard, Thrun, 1998; Jensfelt,
2001)



I Like Information Spaces

• Numerical Dynamic Programming (1993-1995)
with Hutchinson

• Visibility-Based Pursuit-Evasion (1996-2001)
with Guibas, Hinrichsen, Latombe, Lin, Motwani, Simov, Slutzki

• Gap-Sensor-Based Pursuit-Evasion (2000-2003)
with Guilamo, Rajko, Sachs, Tovar

• Gap Navigation Trees (2001-2003)
with Tovar, Guilamo, Murrieta

• Almost-Sensorless Localization (2004)
with O’Kane

• Very Simple Robots (2004-????)
with Ghrist, Yershova



Are Information Spaces Underrepresented?

Turing machine model:

Machine
State

1 10 1 0 1 10

Infinite Tape

Tends to bias algorithm development toward “writing everything down”

A step in the right direction: On-line algorithms and competitive ratios

(Sleator, Tarjan, 1985; Papadimitriou, Yannakakis, 1991; Karp 1992)



Classical Motion Planning
A Problem Inspired by Turing-Model-Based Reasoning

GIVEN: Geometric models of a robot and obstacles

(polyhedra, triangles, algebraic surfaces, etc.)

FIND: A way to bring the robot from an initial position

to a goal position while avoiding collisions

(achieved automatically by an algorithm)



Common Situation in Robotics

Machine

Environment

Dividing line could appear in different and even multiple places.

EnvironmentMachine

Sensing

Actuation

The machine interacts with the environment.



Planning Model

Design a Plan for the Machine:

EnvironmentMachine

Sensing

Actuation
Plan

Planner

or

Design the Whole Machine:

Environment

Sensing

Actuation

Planner

Machine/Plan

Note: Planner could be another machine or a human.



Information Space at a Glance

Information state:

(Initial conditions, Sensing history, Action history)

Information space:

Set of all information states

Feedback plan:

Information state → action.



States and State Trajectories

State space: X (could include configuration, velocity, environment map, etc.)

Action space: U

Action history: u : [0, t) → U , yields u(t′) for all t ≤ t′

State history/trajectory: x : [0, t) → X, yields x(t′) for all t ≤ t′

State history is a solution to
dx

dt
= f(x(t), u(t)),

or in discrete form: xk+1 = f(xk, uk).

Note: u(t) could be derived from a state-feedback mapping π : X → U to obtain
f(x(t), π(x(t))).

We will not be able to do this because of the next topic...



Imperfect State Information

For most robotics systems, the current state is not known.

Sensors:

Compass Proximity Gyroscope

Poloroid Sonar SICK Laser Stereo Vision

Information may be gathered by sensors or derived from the mechanics of the task.



Sensor Model

Let Y be an observation space.

The sensor space models the set of possible instantaneous sensor readings.

1. State sensor mapping:
y = h(x)

2. State-nature sensor mapping:
y = h(x, ψ)

3. History-based sensor mapping:
yk = h(x1, . . . , xk, ψk)

Often, h is not injective, which causes information loss. (projection, fibration)

Let y : [0,∞) → Y be called the sensor history.

Note: histories could alternatively be sequences



Imperfect State Information

Two approaches:

1. Take all of the information available, and try to estimate the state.
This is the classical approach. Pretend that there is no longer any uncertainty in state,

but hope (or prove) that the resulting motion plan or control law works under

reasonable estimation error.

A feedback plan might be expressed as π : X → U .

2. Solve the task entirely in terms of an information space.
Many robot tasks may be achieved without ever knowing the exact state. The goals and

analysis are formulated in the information space, without the need to achieve particular

states.

A feedback plan might be expressed as π : I → U .

This talk focuses on the second approach.

Estimation is sufficient, but not necessary



The Information State

The information state, ηt is given by ηt = (η0, ut, yt).

In other words, (initial conditions, input history, sensor history).

Note: Many restricted forms are possible: limited memory, sensorless, no knowledge
of inputs, etc.

The information space, I, is the set of all possible information states.

Remember that I is a function space that is determined once X, U , Y , f and h are
given.



Collapsing the Information Space

A projection mapping:
κ : I → Ic

Determine information state transitions

The plan representation is smaller:

π : Ic → U

Collapsing mapping sets the “resolution”

Derived information states: a safe collapsing

Stronger Collapsing: Maintain feasibility, but not optimality



Derived Information States: Nondeterministic Case

Given an information state ηt and initial set of states X0 ⊆ X, derive a set
F (ηt, X0) ⊆ X.

F (ηt, X0) represents a derived information state, the set of all possible x(t) ∈ X,
given ηt and X0.

The derived information space is the set of all possible F that can be derived from
ηt ∈ I.



An Example

State space: X = {(x1, x2) ∈ R2 | x2 = sinx1}

Sensor space: Y = [−1, 1] ⊂ R

Control model: f(x(t), u(t)) = u(t) and U(t) = {u(t) ∈ R2 | u ∈ T (x(t)) and ‖u‖ = 1}

Solutions to ẋ = f(x(t), u(t)) yield continuous state trajectories for each choice of u.

Sensor model: h(x(t)) = x2

Information state: ηt = yt (input history is assumed unknown)

Y X



Tracking the Derived Information State

Imagine observing some yt...

Y X

The derived information state with initial condition X0 = X.

Assume X0 = x(0), some particular, given initial state.

Y X

Bifurcations occur when after passing through sensor readings of 1 or −1.

What is the topology of the derived information space?



Traversing a Graph

X is a planar (topological) graph embedded in R2:

Y

X



Consider a Simple Example

Y

X

How is the derived information space connected?

Directed motions



A Little More General

Y

X

These models are too contrived for real robotics applications.

However, higher-dimensional generalizations are quite relevant.



Derived Information States: Probabilistic Case

Given an information state ηt an initial probability density, p(x(0)), derive a
conditional probability density, p(x(t)|ηt).

p(x(t)|ηt) represents a derived information state in the probabilistic sense.

The derived information space in this case is the set of all probability measures that
can be derived from ηt ∈ I.



Example: X is Finite

Suppose X = {1, 2, . . . , n}.

Nondeterministic:

Directed, combinatorial graph over subsets of X

Probabilistic (POMDPs):

Exploring an (n− 1)-simplex embedded in Rn.

Let the vertices be (0, 0, . . . , 0, 1), (0, 0, . . . , 0, 1, 0), . . ., (1, 0, . . . , 0).

Each point in the simplex corresponds to a probability distribution over X.

It is specified by the barycentric coordinates.

p1

p2

0
10

1



Modeling Disturbances

Let “nature” interfere with motions and sensors.

Let V ⊆ Rp, W ⊆ Rq, be disturbance spaces. Let v(t) ∈ V and w(t) ∈W for all
t ∈ [0,∞).

State transition equation:
dx

dt
= f(x(t), u(t), v(t))

Sensing model:
y(t) = h(x(t), w(t))

The disturbances, v(t) and w(t), may be either

1. Simply unknown, or

2. Modeled as a random process.



Examples of Unknown Disturbance

Let B denote a disc of unit radius, centered at the origin of R2.

Suppose X ⊂ R2, U = B, Y = R2, f(x(t), u(t)) = u(t), V = B, h(x(t)) = x(t) + v(t).

Suppose further that y is continuous.

Consider possible ηt = yt (input history is assumed unknown):

Case 1: A “big” hole in X (radius > 1)

Case 2: A “small” hole in X (radius < 1)



Discrete-Time Versions

Assume there are discrete stages, (1, 2, . . . , k, k + 1, . . .).

Replace [0,∞) with N in the trajectories and histories.

For example, x : N → X.

x(k + 1) = f(x(k), u(k), v(k))

y(k) = h(x(k), w(k))

Information state:

ηk = (u(1), . . . , u(k − 1), y(1), . . . , y(k)) = ηk−1 append (u(k − 1), y(k))



Incremental Updates of Derived Information States

Nondeterministic case: F (ηk, X0), u(k), y(k + 1) given.

Handle u(k) by set unions:

F (ηk, u(k), X0) =
⋃

w(k)∈W

⋃
x(k)∈F (ηk,X0)

f(x(k), u(k), w(k))

Handle y(k + 1) by set intersections:

F (ηk, u(k), y(k + 1), X0) = F (ηk+1, X0) = F (u(k), ηk, X0) ∩ F (y(k + 1))

Probabilistic case: p(x(k)|ηk), u(k), y(k + 1) given.

Handle u(k) by marginalization:

p(x(k + 1) | ηk, u(k)) =
∑

x(k)∈X

p(x(k + 1) | x(k), u(k))p(x(k) | ηk)

Handle y(k + 1) by Bayes’ rule:

p(x(k+1) | ηk, u(k), y(k+1)) = p(x(k+1) | ηk+1) =
p(y(k + 1) | x(k + 1))p(x(k + 1) | ηk, u(k))∫
X
p(y(k + 1) | x(k + 1))p(x(k + 1) | ηk, u(k))



An Interesting Discrete-Time Problem

Interesting case: Linear system with Gaussian disturbances

X = U = W = V = Rn.

w and v are defined by sampling from a zero-mean Gaussian i.i.d. sequence of random
variables on W and V , respectively.

x(k + 1) = Ax(k) +Bu(k) + v(k)

y(k) = Cx(k) + w(k)

A, B, and C are n× n matrices with full rank.

If the initial probability measure over X is Gaussian, then all possible derived
information states will be Gaussian!

The continuous-time case is similar.

This means the information space can be parameterized by mean and covariance.

The information state computations are called the Kalman filter.



Sensorless Information Spaces

Continuous-time:

ηt = ut

There are no sensors!

Discrete-time:

ηk = (u1, . . . , uk−1)

A plan is specified by a prescribed input history.

Sensorless Manipulation (Erdmann, Mason, 1986; Mason, Goldberg, 1990; Akella,
Huang, Lynch, Mason, 1997)



Sensorless Information Spaces

Imagine a ball with unknown initial position rolling in a tray.

Find a sequence of tray tilts that places the ball in a known location.

Think about nondeterministic derived information states.

(Example inspired by Mason, Erdmann, 1988 – polygonal part orienting)



Orienting Parts

Mechanical compliance reduces uncertainty.

Initially, orientation of a planar part is unknown.

Find a sequence of squeezes that enables the orientation to be known.

(Mason and Goldberg, 1990)



Derived Information Space for Localization on a Grid

Given map and actions (initial, unknown state is 1, east):

N

S

W E

1 2

3

45

B

L

F

Rxk

Sensor: Indicate whether motion occurred

A solution sequence: (F,L,F,L)

X1(η1) = 1 ∪ 2 ∪ 3 ∪ 4 ∪ 5

X2(η2) = 1 ∪ 2 ∪ 3 ∪ 4 ∪ 5

X3(η3) = 3 ∪ 5

X4(η4) = 4

X5(η5) = 5



Almost-Sensorless Localization in a Simple Polygon

with Jason O’Kane

• A point robot moves in a given simple polygon

• The ONLY sensor is a compass

• Can the robot localize (determine X-Y position)?

It’s a lot like tray tilting (Erdmann, Mason, 1988)



Almost-Sensorless Localization

Two phases:

1. Compute an initialization that reduces ∂X to a finite set.

2. Eliminate “ghosts” by selecting actions that cause pairs of ghosts to merge.

Time complexity: O(n3)

Angular odometry along insufficient to localize.



Almost-Sensorless Localization

i ui ηi

0

1

2

3



Almost-Sensorless Localization

i ui ηi+1

0

1

2



Almost-Sensorless Localization

i ui ηi+1

3

4

5



Derived Information Space over Environments

State: x = (q, e)

Initial direction: East

Environment (unknown): e3

e1 e2 e3

e4 e5 e6

A solution sequence: (F,R,R,R,F,L,F)



Derived Information Space over Environments

Adding more environments:

e7 e8 e9

What about moving away from grids, and allowing a continuum of possible
environments?



Optimal Navigation without Localization and Mapping

with Benjamin Tovar, Luis Guilamo, and Rafael Murrieta

• No initial information is given to the robot

• Robot can only read from gap sensor

• No distance or angular measurements

• No odometry

• No GPS or compass

• Controls expressed in terms of gap directions



Some Work with Similar Motivation

• Sensing only what is needed
[Erdmann, Mason, 88; Donald, Jennings, 91; Rimon, Canny, 94]

• Minimal representations for manipulation
[Goldberg, 93]

• Bug algorithms
[Lumelsky, Stepanov, 87; Kamon, Rivlin, Rimon, 96; Kamon, Rivlin, 97]

• Shortest paths without maps
[Papadimitriou, Yannakakis, 89]

• Landmark-based navigation
[Hait, Simeon, Taix, 97; Taylor, Kriegman, 98]]

• Efficient updates to the visibility polygon
[Aronov, Guibas, Teichmann, Zhang, 98]

• On-line target tracking
[Gonzalez-Banos, Lee, Latombe, 02]



Problem Overview

Tasks:

• Optimal planning and navigation to any prescribed location

• Retrieve and deliver static objects optimally

Assumptions:

• Drop the robot into unknown, bounded, simply-connected, piecewise-smooth,
planar region.

• Minimal sensing model: gap sensor



Shortest Paths with Perfect Information

The bitangent graph
[Nilsson, 69]

Visibility graph Bitangent graph Navigation path



Recall the Minimal Sensing Model

• A ’gap’ is a discontinuity in depth information.
A transition from near to far, or far to near.

• A ’gap-sensor’ is able to track the gaps at all time.

• Only gap angular order is preserved. Not exact angular position.



A Visibility Tree from a Fixed Location

• Choosing a source point, compute the shortest path to any other location.

• Paths of the visibility tree belong to the bitangent graph.



Visibility Tree (cont’d)

• Knowing the visibility tree of the current location, the robot can reach any other
location optimally.

• Only useful if perfect localization is assumed.

• Is it possible to obtain the same paths with only online-sensor measurements?



Properties of the Visibility Tree

• A robot traveling in a visibility tree sees bifurcations and dead-ends.

• These happen when the robot crosses inflections and bitangents complements.



Bitangents

A bitangent is a closed line segment whose supporting line is tangent at two points of
the environment boundary.

Note: The boundary does not have to be polygonal.



Inflections

An inflection line is found by extending a ray outward from an inflection point of the
environment boundary.

The boundary does not have to be polygonal.



Critical Gap Events

Appearances — Disappearances



Critical Gap Events

Splits — Merges



A Tree is Maintained Relative to the Robot

• The tree root moves with the robot.

• Every node in the tree represents a gap.

• Every child of the root represents a gap currently visible.



Disappearances

Add or remove a leaf of the root, preserving the angular order



Merge

The two gaps (nodes) merging become the child of a new node.



Split

If the splitting node have children, these become children of the root.

Otherwise, the node is replaced with the two nodes representing the new gaps.



Appearances: Primitive Nodes

Appearances have a special meaning. They generate primitive nodes, to indicate
already seen.



The Control Model

To chase gap h, chase a that will split, and then follow d, and so on, until h
disappears.

Keep encoding all of the critical events.

Robust gap chasing: Minguez, Montano, IEEE TRA Feb 2004



Strategy for Constructing Full Tree

Chase every non-primitive leaf:

Eventually, all leaves become primitive.



Computed Example

Red means the hidden portion is to the right.

Yellow means to the left.



Retrieving Objects

• There are no “coordinates”; goals are specified by gaps.

• Indicate from where the object becomes visible.

• Associate objects with gaps.

• A gap “merges” with an object in the association.

• To retrieve an object optimally, follow the path to the associated gap



Retrieving Objects (Cont’d)

To retrieve the blue object, chase the associated gap.

The object is “hidden” behind the gap. The gap encodes the last time it was visible.



A Computed Example of Delivering Objects



Model Validation on a Real Robot

Pioneer P2-DX, differential drive, two SICK lasers, on-board computations.



Model Validation on a Real Robot (Cont’d)

Gap disappearing



Model Validation on a Real Robot (Cont’d)

Gap disappearing



Model Validation on a Real Robot (Cont’d)



Extensions and Applications of GNTs

Multiply-Connected Environments:

• The trees can be extended.

• Problem of distinguishing holes

• Problem of knowing when a hole is completely traversed.

• Paths are locally optimal (within homotopy class).

Visibility-Based Pursuit-Evasion:

• Search for evaders using tree-based navigation.

• Maintain binary labels on gaps.



What Did That Have to Do With Information Spaces?

Let e be the environment, described as piecewise-smooth, closed curve in R2.

Let q be the configuration in the environment, q ∈ SE(2).

The state is (e, q).

Derived information states:

{(e, q) | e and q are consistent with gap sensor and input histories}

We are solving tasks without ever knowing the true state.



Pursuit-Evasion on a Graph

Parsons, 1977

Consider points moving on a graph, X.

An evader motion is a continuous mapping e : [0,∞) → X, in which e(t) gives the
evader position at time t.

Assume that there are k pursuers, to which e is unknown. The initial evader position,
e(0), is also unknown.

Task: Design continuous a path, pi : [0, ti] → X, for each i of k pursuers, so that ∀e,
∃t such that pi(t) = e(t) for some i.



Nondeterministic Derived Information States

State space: Xk+1 (the evader and each pursuer)

Suppose the pursuers always know their own positions.

Initially, e(0) could be at any point not occupied by a pursuer.

Derived information state: The set of all (p1(t), . . . , pn(t), e(t)) such that e(t) is
possible given yt.

The red area shows possible evader locations.

Imagine jumping to different fibers over the graph.

Once again, directed gluing...



Visibility-Based Pursuit-Evasion Problems

• A 2D environment, possibly curved, possibly with holes

• Unpredictable point “evaders” move with unbounded speed

• Point “pursuers” use visibility sensors to find all evaders

Design and analysis of algorithms that solve this problem.

Joint work with: Simov, Slutzki, Lin, Guibas, Latombe, Motwani, Sachs, Rajko.



An Example Problem

• A simply-connected environment

• Two pursuers, each with 360◦ visibility



When Does a Solution Exist?

Try to solve using one pursuer with 360◦ vision:



Recontamination

You might have to revisit the same place many times...

Can be solved by one pursuer, but it is quite complicated.



The Derived Information Space

Assume a single pursuer.

The derived information state is identified by (p(t), S) in which

p(t) = the position of the pursuer

S = set of possible evader positions

Some closed loop paths return to the same information state.

Crossing a critical boundary
Without crossing
a critical boundary

Once again, the directed gluing appears.



A Cell Decomposition

Environment Inflections

Bitangents Cell Decomposition



A Cell Decomposition



Combinatorial Graph Search

• Let G(V,E) be the dual of the cell decomposition

• For each v ∈ V , there are finitely many information classes

• Form a directed information state graph, GI(VI , EI)

• Each v ∈ VI is an information class

• Each e ∈ EI indicates a transition between information classes (crossing an
inflection or bitangent)

For each information class, label each shadow component with “1” for contaminated
or “0” for clear.

Search GI from an information state in which
All labels are “1”

to a state in which
All labels are “0”



How the World Appears for Pursuit-Evasion

Assume the same gap sensing model as before.

0/1

0/1

0/1
0/1

0/1

0/1

Encode the information state by labeling each mark:

1 = An evader might be beyond the discontinuity

0 = There are no evaders beyond the discontinuity



Critical Changes

What critical changes are possible?

Possible critical changes:

1. Disappear
Nothing to do

2. Appear
Assign 0

3. Split
Copy labels (0 → 00 and 1 → 11)

4. Merge
Logical OR (01 → 1, 00 → 0, etc.)



Results for Pursuit-Evasion Using GNTs

1. If the complete algorithm can solve it, then using navigation trees requires no
more than 2 extra sentries.

2. In general, navigation trees require no more than k + 1 sentries, if the algorithm
in Guibas et al. uses k pursuers.

3. The number of sentries is no more than O(lgm), for m bitangents, which is
asymptotically optimal for simple polygons.



An Example Where a Sentry is Needed



An Example that Uses Two Sentries



General Summary

Across many problems in robotics, the state is not precisely known during execution.

State could be configuration, environment, and/or phase.

• General information state: ηt = (η0, ut, yt).

• Derived information states: nondeterministic or probabilistic

• May or may not have disturbances

• Could have unknown inputs: ηt = yt

• Could be sensorless: ηt = ut

• Could have limited memory models.

The engineering task is to collapse information spaces and design plans: π : I → U .



Discussion

• Information spaces arise everywhere in robotics.

• Understanding information spaces is helpful for solving sensing problems.

• Collapsing the information space?
Linear Gaussian model (sufficient statistics)
Equivalence classes in the information space
Can a “simpler” information space achieve tasks as well as a complicated one?

• Can the same algorithm be used to solve problems that appear quite different on
the surface, but have similar information spaces?
Information spaces could play a similar role in advancing robotics as
configuration spaces have.

The I-space is the C-space for planning problems that involve sensing.



More Info on Information Spaces

See Chapters 11 and 12.

http://msl.cs.uiuc.edu/planning/

About 85% finished; over 800 pages.

10,000 downloads during 2004.


